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Celebrate the 20th anniversary of NoroÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s popular Silk Garden yarn with this elegant

collection. Made in Japan, Silk Garden is a truly unique yarn consisting of 45% silk, 45% kid mohair,

and 10% lambÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s wool. Featuring sweaters, hats, scarves, shawls, and more, these designs

all showcase the yarnÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s hand-dyed, vibrant colors and luxurious texture.
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I am a long-time fan of Noro Yarns and am delighted to have this wonderful compilation of patterns

for their Silk Garden Yarn. The book contains patterns for hats, shawls, cowls, sweaters, scarves,

and socks - all using Noro Silk Garden Yarn, The patterns are tasteful, filled with color and are easy

to follow. I know that I will be using this book to knit many items.

Beautiful Patterns that are adaptable to many yarns. I have already made one scarf, and I am

working on another pattern from the book.

Even if you just get it for the photos, and put it on your coffee table, it's worth it. It's beautiful. I

bought it for one specific pattern, but when I opened the book and started looking through it, I

wanted to do them all.I'm working on the Autumn Leaves Shawl. You have to knit the leaves and

then join them together when you have enough. The leaf pattern is a bit of a challenge for me



because I haven't knitted anything like it before. The leaves are in three different sizes and I've

made one of each size so far, using one of my own hand-dyed skeins in a gold-ish green color. (I

dyed the yarn a few years ago using pomegranate...I was happy with the color, but it was not what I

was expecting.)The yarn itself: Noro Silk Garden Sock, is one of several yarns made by the Noro

company. All of this line contain mohair and I am very allergic to that fiber. This was a HUGE

disappointment for me, because their silk garden sock yarn has such gorgeous colorways. I am

substituting several different yarns from my stash, which makes my husband happy. ha.My problem

with the yarn doesn't diminish my appreciation for the beauty of this book. I am very happy I bought

it. It is totally gorgeous.

I got this book for Theresa Schabes' pattern. It is an innovative and flattering sweater. The rest of

the book doesn't float my boat, since I really don't like the colors of Noro yarns, There's always

some ugly mustard, orange or chartreuse to jar the hapless knitter. Thank goodness for "color

editing"

I bought this for the leaves shawl, which I plan to adapt to an afghan. It's a beautiful book full of

lovely patterns. Even if I stick to only making the one, it's a fun book to browse through for ideas and

inspiration.

I've had this book for a while and just recently opened the book; I was very disappointed. While I

love the yarns and buy NORO not sure I will be buying future books without previewing first. This

should be another accessories book since it contained mostly shawls, scarves, hats and a few

fingerless gloves patterns. Was hoping for more garments such as sweaters or cardigans. Will rely

on the NORO magazine for garment patterns.

The patterns in this book are gorgeous! I want to knit every one of them. I have not been a fan of

Noro yarn until now.

Great patterns. Well written. Can't wait to start knitting one. Hard to choose.
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